Mechanisms underlying targeted gene correction using chimeric RNA/DNA and single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides.
Chimeric RNA/DNA oligonucleotides and modified single-stranded oligonucleotides have been developed for site-specific correction of episomal and chromosomal target genes. The gene repair approach relies on specific hybridization of the oligonucleotides to the target gene generating a mismatch with the targeted point mutation. Restored gene function is anticipated to occur through activation of endogenous repair systems that recognize the created mismatch. We present an overview of the gene correction results obtained in several target genes by employing various oligonucleotide designs and a discussion of the possible mechanisms underlying the gene correction techniques. Experimental data suggest that modified single-stranded oligonucleotides form intermediate three-stranded heteroduplexes involving the human RecA homologue, hRad51, whereas chimeric RNA/DNA oligonucleotides may participate in three or four-stranded intermediate structures. Protein factors such as hRad52, hRad54, hRPA, and p53 may modulate the heteroduplex formation and participate in the activation of the endogenous mismatch repair and/or nucleotide excision repair pathway(s). The efficiency of the gene correction process may furthermore be influenced by the differential recognition of mismatches by repair enzymes and possible sequence context effects.